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By Paul Fenton-Smith

Many years ago, I read for a client who wanted to know about her 
two daughters, one married and one single. She pressed me for more 
and more information, and I didn’t set a limit. Without thinking, I 
disclosed that her son-in-law was having an affair and that when her 
daughter discovered it, their marriage would end. She was shocked, 
and I immediately realised that I had divulged too much.

She telephoned me the following day to say that I shouldn’t have told her. I 
knew she was right. It was my responsibility to know when to hold back as 
it’s not possible to retract what is said in a reading. If I had not told her, she 
might have felt I was withholding something. Instead, she had to live with 
this information.

Later, she consulted me again and confirmed the events unfolded as pre-
dicted. She thought she was better prepared to listen and offer support when 
her daughter phoned to declare that her marriage was over. I was relieved 
the situation resolved well, but I am now far more discerning about what I 
reveal. Tarot readers often discover where to place boundaries through trial 
and error. Reading for someone is to be invited into their life, and it’s im-
portant to remember you are a guest there. Respect this privileged position 
and tread carefully.

Clients don’t always consider the consequences when they insist on being 
told everything. It reminds me of the saying, ‘When the Gods want to punish 
us, they answer our prayers.’ The more someone sees (clairvoyantly), the more 
influence they can have, and with that ability comes responsibility. 

More information is not always helpful, and some events are best left to 
unfold at the appropriate time. People can be better prepared for change 
when it arrives rather than years in advance, and there is generally nothing 
that can be done to hurry things along. Such as when a client asks where they 
will meet a new partner. If I predict they will bump into each other at a bus 
stop, loitering around public transport will not bring the meeting forward. If 
it did, the timing might mean the relationship is lost before it begins. 

When clients ask about a new partner, impatience can override the awareness 
of what they need to be ready for love. A more helpful question might be, 
“What can I do to prepare for a harmonious long-term love relationship?”

As a tarot reader, it’s important to present information with care and com-
passion. Psychics need to know the limits of what to divulge, regardless of 
what a client insists on hearing. Sometimes a person is not ready to listen 
to what is said. On the other side, clients don’t want to leave a session with 
vague or confusing answers.
The way questions are framed can set up a reading for answers that are useful 
and clear. Significant issues sometimes require a series of questions to clarify 
the best direction to take.

Dangerous Questions
Tarot, Limits and Clarity
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When Maria asked about future love, her layout contained no obvious answer. I suggested some questions that 
might clarify her path, such as:

• Do I need to release someone from my past to be ready for a new love relationship?
• What can I do to prepare for my next long-term love relationship?
• Have I already met someone who will make a suitable spouse if I choose to pursue a relationship?
• Is my next long-term partner currently in a relationship? 

The final question can encourage patience when a potential partner is not yet ready for romance. There’s no point 
meeting someone before you are both ready. Doing so could make the relationship a transitional liaison rather than 
a lasting one. 

Skilful readers often have brief conversations with clients to narrow 
the focus of their questions. Karen was nearing retirement age and 
had recently purchased a country cottage. She planned to settle in 
her beautiful garden home, with views of rolling hills and walking 
paths nearby. After waking in a state of panic, unsure she was doing 
the right thing, she booked a reading. Karen was nervous about her 
transition and with good reason. If she changed her mind, it would 
not be easy to return to the workforce in her sixties.

First, Karen asked if it was prudent to remain in her current job for 
the next two years. The cards suggested it was not the best choice for 
her. We rephrased the question for one year, and the cards indicated 
this was wise. 

When Karen asked if her new cottage was suitable for the next stage of her life the cards were not so straightforward. 
The upright Eight of Wands indicated success and ease of movement towards goals. The reversed Four of Wands 
suggested being unsettled or living in temporary accommodation. I interpreted this to mean that the move was fine 
but that it might not be her last.
 
Karen was hesitant about moving if it was unlikely to be permanent. For clarity, I scanned ahead to her life in three 
years. The intuitive images revealed Karen would be living in a grand old home surrounded by beautiful gardens. She 
was supervising renovations and preparing a website for paying guests. To afford this property, Karen had 
to sell her cottage. If my glimpsed images were any guide, she had no regrets. Asking the right questions 
of the cards eased Karen’s anxieties. She had made the best possible plan for her future, but life would 
present an even better option — and perhaps I’ll be offered a discount and a room with a view when I visit.

When clients ask about a new 
partner, impatience can over-
ride the awareness of what they 
need to be ready for love. A 
more helpful question might be, 
“What can I do to prepare for 
a harmonious long-term love 
relationship?”
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